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FREELoader TOO 2021
01 INSTALLING THE FREEOLOADER TOO ON THE REAR RACK

Please note:
Each FreeLoader Too bag is identical. There is no left side bag or right side bag.

01 A
Bring the top back of the FreeLoader Too behind the pannier rail (if applicable). Attach the five hook and loop straps on the top of the FreeLoader Too to the top of the RearRack. If installing on a bike with an LT2 V-rack, you will need to loosen the deck enough for the strap to fit between the deck and the rack.

01 B
Attach the four hook and loop straps located on the sides of the bags to the vertical supports on the rear rack. There are two straps on each side of the bag.

01 C
Make sure to attach the straps located toward the front of the RearRack so it sits below the RackLock. You may need to loosen some straps and adjust the positioning of the freeloader in order to accomplish this. The straps on the rear portion of the bag will both be located above the RackLock.

01 D
Attach the two bottom hook and loop straps to the frame of the bike.

Repeat steps 01 A - 01 D for the other side.
**02 OPENING THE FREeloADER TOO BAGS**

**02 A**
The FreeLoader Too sling is held closed with 3 hooks located on the strap adjusters of the sling straps. This hook slides onto a webbing loop located on what is the bottom hard panel portion of the sling.

**02 B**
To open the slings, slide this webbing loop off of the C-hook and allow the hard bottom panel to fold down.

**02 C**
With the bottom panel now folded out, you can access the top of the slings. Take this same C-hook and slide it onto three webbing loops located on the top of the slings.

**02 D**
You can now use the slings to carry cargo.

To fold the slings out of the way, repeat these steps in reverse.
03 USING THE FREeloADER TOO WITH CHILD REAR SEATS

03 A
When using the FreeLoader Too with a rear child seat, you have two options. One is to have the bags folded up and out of the way, tucked under the leg holds of the child seat.

03 B
The other option is to have the slings open and to have the rear child seat leg holds sitting inside the slings.

Care & Maintenance
If the FreeLoader Too becomes dirty, it can be gently scrubbed with a washcloth and soap and water. Hand wash only and air dry.